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PLEASURE AND PERFORMANCE WITH CROSS
Our Cross collection continues to be strong for the new season,
offering a comprehensive selection of boats for both pleasure and
connection use. The star of the show is the new 75 Bow Rider, which
has a modern hull design and features that take boating to a whole
new level, like the Q wide touchscreen and Digital switching.
The durable yet stylish and comfortable boats are designed to provide
high performance and ease of use, making the boating moments fun
and carefree, not forgetting the thrill of the speed. Whether it’s a fun
water sports filled day, a family outing or a fishing trip with a group
of friends, our Cross collection has the answer. Welcome to visit your
nearest dealer or see us at the next boat show!
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SAFETY

BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

Your safety and that of your friends and family is important to us. Yamarin Cross
boats are designed with safety as a top priority, and all the boats go through
extensive tests in various conditions for hundreds of hours. The boats are optimized
in every aspect from seating comfort to minimal fuel consumption, to guarantee
a perfected and pleasing entirety. With the combination of an aluminium hull and
fiberglass deck it is ensured that the boat is not only safe, but both durable and
comfortable, and has a sleek and finished overall look. Driving characteristics of
Yamarin Cross boats include a steady feel with easy handling, and provides an
enjoyable way to spend time on the water for everyone, no matter the weather.

Yamarin Cross has found its way into
the hearts of boaters. Yamarin Cross
combines the durability of aluminium
boats with the comfort and sleek style
of fibreglass. The boats are stylish, easy
to take care of and made for serious fun,
and can be trusted to help you make the
most of your summer maritime activities.
Yamarin Cross is a reliable choice with a
heart that is pulsating performance. It
provides enjoyable manoeuvrability for the
skipper and ensures that the whole party
travels in comfort and safety on the water.
Therefore, it is no wonder that Yamarin
Cross boats have been comparison test
winners in Nordic boating magazines.

HIGH PERFORMANCE AND DRIVING PLEASURE
As an owner of a Yamarin Cross boat you get to enjoy the boating season longer
than most. You can begin the season right after the thaw and continue to enjoy the
waters well into dark autumn nights. Cross boats are multifunction boats that adapt
to almost any activity, from water sports to fishing trips. The aluminium hull makes
the boat extremely durable and suitable for almost any weather, and provides a
carefree boat ownership. Extra comfort and style is created with the fiberglass deck,
as it gives the boat a finalized look and adds a nice feel to the cockpit and social area.
Distinctive for Yamarin Cross boats is their superior handling and performance, which
guarantee a predictable boat that is pleasurable to drive each and every time.
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CROSS Q – COMFORT AND SAFETY AS STANDARD
Cross boats are designed to provide you with unforgettable moments and endless possibilities to spend time on
the water. Whether it is water sports filled with speed or
chill picnic days with friends, the main goal is to make it as
accessible, effortless and easy as possible, regardless of
how experienced boater you are. The Cross Q infotainment
system does just that, makes boating fun and stress free
for everyone, by helping you handle the boat in a completely new way.
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All-in-one, easy to use powerboat user interface
The Cross Q infotainment system combines an on-board
computer with a chart plotter and a diverse entertainment
system, putting all the essential information and functionalities in one place. The intuitive 10” touchscreen makes
navigating feel like a breeze, as you can adjust the settings
to fit your needs the best, and for example zoom the map
and measure the distance between two chart points
with just two digits. On the screen you can have all the
vital information conveniently visible at once, from engine
status and battery level to real-time local weather reports,
helping you to stay on top of the game at all times.

Combination of entertainment and ease of use
By connecting your phone to the Q system via Bluetooth,
you can even stream your favorite music from your music
app and see your incoming calls on the Q display. Thanks
to its always-online functionality, Cross Q will automatically download and install the latest software updates,
ensuring that you are continually enjoying the cutting edge
of boating features. Also, all additional boating material
– such as maintenance and service manuals, along with
various guides – are preloaded and easily accessible for a
quick recap or for learning new skills. Cross Q is also fully
compatible with NMEA 2000 boating standards.
A day out on the water should always be fun, easygoing
and above all, safe. With the help of Cross Q infotainment
system all the time and energy can be concentrated in
something else than complicated and tedious functions.
Cross Q lets you enjoy your boat, helps you relax and gives
extra confidence to handling the boat. Even as an experienced boater it offers new possibilities and freedom with
its modern features.

CROSS Q TECHNICAL INFORMATION:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Smart 10” or wide touchscreen
NMEA 2000 compatible
Yamaha Engine Interface compatible
Navionics nautical charts, one map region
is included in the price
Weather information is available through the Internet
FM and DAB radios, sound reproduction system
available as an extra feature
WiFi, Bluetooth and 3.5G connections, a one-year
data connection encompassing all of Europe is
included in the price
Boat manual and motor manual as well
as instructional material
Automatic updating through the
Internet
AIS, echo, Fishfinder,
remote control and radar
compatibility

EMPOWERED BY YAMAHA
Yamarin Cross is a highly valued boat brand
with products that combine reliability, comfort
and timeless style. The brand’s quality is also
strongly associated to Yamaha, which has
helped make Yamarin Cross such a popular
boat brand in Scandinavia.
EmPowered by Yamaha is more than a
message about Yamarin Cross’s performance.
It is a promise that empowers. The promise
speaks of how both the boat and its driver
achieve entirely new experiences, together.
Experiences, which are only possible with
Yamaha.
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NORDIC QUALITY FOR NORDIC CONDITIONS
The hulls of Yamarin Cross boats are made of aluminium alloy, which
can withstand blows, scratches, and bottom contact better than other
boat construction materials. Yamarin Cross also does not gather moisture, burn, crack or rust. It endures extreme Nordic weather conditions
well, which allows you to continue boating well after others have laid
their boats up for winter. In addition, the hybrid construction – with
an aluminium hull and a fiberglass deck – not only ensures a sturdy
construction, but also minimised hull noise.

VERSATILE RANGE
Yamarin Cross boats were launched onto the market in 2011 and the
current range includes seven different models. Inspired by the range’s
success, we continue product development with our customers’ needs
in mind. We want to offer an extensive range from which every boater
can find the boat of their dreams. Yamarin Cross serves as a reliable
companion on versatile outings with friends, but is always up for a
challenge when there is a need for speed.
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49 BOW RIDER
With the agile Yamarin Cross 49BR, you can get to your summer cottage or favourite
harbours in a flash. Vaunted for its practical features and spaciousness, the sleek
49BR has emerged as a firm favourite in the Yamarin Cross range of the Nordic
countries. Its roomy interiors allow you to bring along both cottage and fishing
equipment – making this one irresistible bowrider.

4,86 m

1,96 m

6

450 kg

0,40 m

170

490 kg

40-60 hp

L

-

C

31

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

FACTORY OPTIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Canvas
• Sonar
• Fishfinder

Yamarin Q 10”
Anchor box at stern
Steps at both sides of aft bench
Stainless steel railings, cleats and handles
Integrated navigation lights
Composite cleats
Fender retainers
Lockable glove compartment
Lockable stowages
Mug holder
NFB steering
Offshore seats and cushions
Fuel filter
Fire extinguisher
Door between consoles
Power outlet 12 V
Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

ACCESSORIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Front cover
Transport cover
Harbour cover
Motor bracket for bow
Rod holder for water-skiing bracket
Water skiing arch
Aluminium deck plates black

HULL SURFACE TREATMENTS
• Bottom primer + antifouling
• White deck
• Grey deck
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54 BOW RIDER
The protective and high-sided open space of the sleek Yamarin Cross 54 BR is
safe for even the smallest passengers in the family. This diverse and spacious boat
provides shelter for up to six passengers, while its deck surface area is spacious
enough to carry even larger amounts of goods. Getting on board from bow, stern or
sides is easy thanks to the practical stepping platforms.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

FACTORY OPTIONS

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
5,28 m

2,09 m

6

450 kg

0,40 m

210

585 kg

50-70 hp

L

62 l

C

31

Yamarin Q 10”
Anchor boxes at bow and at stern
Stainless steel railings, cleats and handles
Integrated navigation lights
Covered watertight storage space under
the deck
Canvas garage
Steps on the sides
Fender retainers
Rack for fenders
Lockable glove compartment
Lockable stowages
NFB steering
Offshore seats and cushions
Seats in front of the consoles
Fuel filter
Fixed fuel tank, 62 litres
Fire extinguisher
U-shaped aft bench backrest
Door between consoles
Power outlet 12 V
Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

Canvas
Sonar
Fishfinder
Water skiing arch
Aluminium deck
Entertainment

ACCESSORIES
•
•
•
•

Front cover
Transport cover
Harbour cover
Rod holder for water-skiing bracket

HULL SURFACE TREATMENTS
• Bottom primer + antifouling
• White deck
• Grey deck
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57 BOW RIDER
The stylish Yamarin Cross 57 BR offers excellent handling characteristics for fast
boating. This versatile and speedy boat is excellent for water sports, day trips or
as a quick tender – with high and sturdy bow and aft railings to provide increased
safety. Behind the boat’s high windshield lies an intermediate space that is
sheltered and the most spacious in its size class. In addition, the 57 BR has fixed
fender racks and an impressive dark aluminium floor as standard equipment.

5,66 m

2,17 m

6

450 kg

0,40 m

200

680 kg

80-115 hp

L

107 l

C

38

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

FACTORY OPTIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yamarin Q 10”
Aluminium deck
Hydraulic steering
Anchor boxes at bow and at stern
Stainless steel railings, cleats and handles
Integrated navigation lights
Canvas garage
Fender retainers
Rack for fenders
Lockable glove compartment
Lockable stowages
Mug holder
Offshore seats and cushions
Fuel filter
Fixed fuel tank, 107 litres
Fire extinguisher
Windshield wiper SB side
Door between consoles
Power outlet 12 V
Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

Canvas
Entertainment
Sonar
Fishfinder
AIS receiver
Trim tabs
Water skiing arch

ACCESSORIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Front cover
Transport cover
Harbour cover
Sundeck
Motor bracket for bow
Rodholder for water-skiing bracket
Table

HULL SURFACE TREATMENTS
• Bottom primer + antifouling
• White deck
• Grey deck
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62 BOW RIDER
The Yamarin Cross collection’s versatile 62 Bow Rider is well suited for both day
trips and water sports, as well as a cottage and transfer boat. With its excellent
handling, the boat fares steadily even in harsh conditions – and with a maximum of
150 horsepower it reaches a top speed of up to 42 knots. Its spacious open space
has a u-shaped sofa for relaxing moments at sea.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

FACTORY OPTIONS

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6,15 m

2,29 m

7

750 kg

0,50 m

200

875 kg

100-150 hp

X

160 l

C

42

Yamarin Q 10”
Aluminium deck
Anchor boxes at bow and stern
Automatic bilge pump
Glove compartment and storage
compartments
Hydraulic steering
Stainless steel railings, cleats and handles
Door between consoles
Canvas garage
Fender retainers
Rack for fenders
Mug holders
Navigation lights
Offshore seats and cushions
Fuel filter
Fixed fuel tank, 160 litres
Fire extinguisher
Windshield wiper on driver’s side
Power outlet 12V / USB
Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

Canvas
Entertainment
Sonar
Fishfinder
AIS receiver
Trim tabs
Water skiing arch
Windshield wiper left

ACCESSORIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Front cover
Transport cover
Sundeck, aft deck
Rod holder for water-skiing bracket
Table
Harbour cover (cockpit)

HULL SURFACE TREATMENTS
• Bottom primer + antifouling
• White deck
• Grey deck
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64 BOW RIDER
This speedy and spacious all-purpose boat is perfect for water sports, day trips,
or as a brisk tender. The open aft space of this stylish boat is crowned by a
spacious U-couch that offers enough seating for a large group of friends. The
upright design of the boat’s sturdy windshield provides great wind protection –
even to passengers sitting at the back.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

FACTORY OPTIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
6,31 m

2,32 m

8

600 kg

0,40 m

200

880 kg

115-150 hp

X

126 l

C

44

Yamarin Q 10”
Aluminium deck
Anchor boxes at bow and at stern
Stainless steel railings, cleats and handles
Integrated navigation lights
Detachable box in the bow
Canvas garage
Fender retainers
Rack for fenders
Lockable glove compartment and
storage compartments
Mug holders
Offshore seats and cushions
Bilge pump, electric
Fuel filter
Fixed fuel tank, 126 litres
Fire extinguisher
Hydraulic steering
Windshield wiper SB side
Door between consoles
Power outlets 12 V
Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

Canvas
Entertainment
Sonar
Fishfinder
AIS receiver
Trim tabs
Windshield wiper left
Water skiing arch
Softdeck

ACCESSORIES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Front cover
Transport cover
Harbour cover
Sundeck, front deck
Sundeck, aft deck
Rod holder for water-skiing bracket
Table

HULL SURFACE TREATMENTS
• Bottom primer + antifouling
• White deck
• Grey deck
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NEW
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75 BOW RIDER
The completely renewed flagship model 75 BR is a modern and enhanced version
of its popular predecessor. Modern hull design and carefully thought-out updates
and details make sure this over 7-meter-long flagship works perfectly in any weather. There are spacious social areas both in the aft and in the bow, and the windscreen gives protection to the passengers even on the back seat. It is safe and easy
to move through the boat, as all the routes and steps are thoroughly planned and
placed. The stylish Q wide with Digital switching perfects the experience.

7,37 m

2,47 m

9

825 kg

1,80 m

210

1 350 kg

225-300 hp

X

300 l

C

48

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

FACTORY OPTIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cross Q wide
Digital switching
Large bathing platforms
Swim ladder
Anchor boxes at bow and at stern
Stainless steel railings, cleats and handles
Integrated navigation lights
Light mast, detachable
Hydraulic steering
Tilt steering wheel
Canvas garage
Armrest for both the pilot and co-pilot
Fender retainers
Rack for fenders
Lockable stowages
Mug holders
Manual and electric bilge pump
Fuel filter
Fixed fuel tank, 300 litres
Fire extinguisher
Trimtabs
Windshield tempered glass
Windshield frames stainless steel
Windshield wipers, SB and BB side
Door between consoles
Offshore seats and cushions
Power outlet 12V / USB

Canvas
Bow propeller
Entertainment+
Softdeck
Aluminium deck
Sonar
Fishfinder
AIS
Water skiing arch
Bow ladder
Heater
Refrigerator
Power steering
Anchor winch with remote control

ACCESSORIES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Front cover
Transport cover
Harbour cover
Sunbed bow
Sunbed aft
Table

HULL SURFACE TREATMENTS
• Bottom primer + antifouling
• White deck
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60 CABIN
The cabin-equipped Yamarin Cross 60 Cabin works marvelously for sports fishing
or as a tender. With a spacious bow area facilitating both loading and unloading,
the wide centre aisle of the 60 Cabin makes it easy to get around the boat’s interior. Large windows and a roof hatch on the driver’s side provide the skipper visibility
in all direction, while the cabin offers ample space for passengers and equipment.
To top it all off, Yamarin Cross 60 Cabin is also available with outside steering.

6,03 m

2,33 m

6

450 kg

0,40 m

190

960 kg

70-150 hp

X

105 l

C

44

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

FACTORY OPTIONS

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yamarin Q 10”
Solar cell fan
Glove compartment
Stainless steel railings, cleats and handles
Demisting blower
Hydraulic steering
Integrated navigation lights
Cabin seating, seat cushions and
cabin mattresses
Cabin carpet
Deck lights
Roof hatch SB
Roof hatch above front door
Manual bilge pumps (2 pcs)
Fender retainers
Rack for fenders
Lockable cabin doors
Mug holders
Fuel filter
Fixed fuel tank, 105 litres
Fire extinguisher
Courtesy lights
Windshield wipers
Power outlets 12 V
High railings for the open space in the back
Yamaha Y-COP immobilizer

Radar
Entertainment
Sonar
Fishfinder
Aluminium deck
Trim tabs
Heater
Roof hatch left
Outside Steering
Foldable seats

ACCESSORIES
•
•
•
•
•

Transport cover
Rodholder for targa
Rod holder for rail
Motor bracket for bow
Canvas

HULL SURFACE TREATMENTS
• Bottom primer + antifouling
• White deck
• Grey deck
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Length

Width

Seating capacity

Max load

Draught

All Yamarin Cross models are CE approved and the
boats belong to category C. Factory-equipped Yamarin
Cross boats are equipped with Cross Q infotainment
system, a Y-COP outboard protection, a remote control
and remote control cables. The motor installation bolts
are installed at the factory. The boats in the brochure
have been specially accessorised. There can also be
some differences in the models of various countries,
so be sure to check with your Yamarin Cross sales
representative to find out about the basic accessories
for your chosen boat. Production engineering can cause
fluctuations in the weight, dimensions and performance
of boats. All rights reserved.

V bottom angle

Weight (without engine)

Engine power range

Engine rig length

Fuel tank, volume

Design category

Maximum speed
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Prices are recommended prices and include VAT. Inha
Works Ltd. reserves the right to change model, colour,
trim, equipment and pricing without prior notice.
Standard equipment may vary slightly from country
to country. Brochures and web images display options
and accessories that are not standard equipment.
Performance data is indicative only. Ensure delivery
contents from your local dealer.
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